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Upon my return from a three-week business trip to London and Scotland, I find 
very little change in the technical pattern of the market. The Dow-Jones Industrial aver 
age is practically at the same level as when I left. After a downside breakout of the 733-
710 area to a low of 688.87, the industrials rebounded to a recovery high of 714.07, but 
appear to be meeting heavy overhead supply at around 710-715. The Rail average, on 
contrary, has shown excellent price action and has reached a new 1961 high at 153.60. 
However, the improving price performance of the rails is not a new development, and 
since August several of these letters have drawn attention to the rails. The Rail 
continues to irfdicate iiigher levels w itli- a possihlerally' potential tottle 160-170 range. 
The Utility average has shown, by far, the most impressive price action and has moved 
sharply into new high territory. At Friday1s high of 130.90, the Utility average is 6.4% 
above its September high while the industrials are 4% lower. The utilities have been sho\lH 
ing excellent relative strength action for a long time. However, many individual utH ity 
issues have about reached their immediate upside potentials and some consolidation ap-
pears in order. 

There is no important change in our longer term breadth-of-the-market index. 
It continues to act worse than the market. The breadth index reached its high in May 
when the Industrial average was at 714.69. Despite the new high in September of 733.53 
in the industrials, the breadth index failed to reach a new high by a sizable margin. In 
the recent decline to 688.87, the breadth in1ex declined below the level reached at the 
July low when the Industrial average was 674.80. As mentioned before, poor breadth 
action is a warning of deteriorating market momentum rat t an indication of an 
immediate decline. These warning signals usually occur x a year before 
the market averages reach their high. In 1959, h in e t d down nine 
months before the Industrial average reached its hi V;1n 1 6- 7, the breadth index 

a_nd_ wa 0 _ fact 
average reached the 525 h1gh of Apr 1, 1 m occaSlOns ana fmally reached 
a triple top in June, 1957, some fou 0 s r the breadth index turned down. 
It is entirely possible that t aVi ° a new high somewhat above the 733.53 

market is in a br d itO ° that may take as long as six months or more to 
complete. Durin a 10 °ndividual issues will undoubtedly show sizable price 
advance, but streng s 0 e used to lighten commitments when upside potentials 
are reached in each i aual issue. 

The main t chnica1 difficulty in the market since May has been a loss of buy-
ing interest rather than heavy selling pressure. Upside volume has declined very 
sharply since May while downside volume has shown very little change. Just what could 
happen to restore the buying urge in most issues is difficult to ascertain at the moment. 
The main prop is an improving business pattern that promises to continue into 1962. 
However, with the averages selling at twenty-four times immediate earnings, the mar-
ket has already discounted quite a sizable earnings increase for 1962. A loss of investor 
confidence could bring about a lower evaluation of earnings even though actual earnings 
increase. 

As this letter has continually stressed, the intermediate term action of indi-
vidual issues is much more important than the action of the averages. With that thought 
in mind, we have suggested taking profits in a number of issues in our recommended 
list over the last six months when individual price objectives have been reached. Two 
utility issues in our list have about reached their upside objectives for the intermediate 
term and are being removed from the list for the time being. They are: Pacific Gas & 

Electric (96 7/8) recommended at 75 3/8, and Southern California Edison (93 1/3) rec-
ommended at 66. Both stocks were added to the list less than a year ago. Y.'e are also 
dropping American Stores (97) , recommended originally at 74. 

Dow-Jones Ind. 705.62 
Dow-Jones Rails 150. 14 
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